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MY FIRST BOOK OF GAA
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2018 (BOARD) 18PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788490634

This cheerful board book introduces young readers to the very basics of gaelic
football and hurling. Photos of equipment and athletes are shown on block-coloured
backgrounds, with single word descriptions included to explain the pictures. We see
helmets, hurleys, boots and balls. A team photo demonstrates the size of a GAA squad,
while simple images explain the difference between a point and a goal.
(Non-fiction, Age 0–2, 2–4)

ALLAN AHLBERG illustrated by SÉBASTIEN BRAUN

KICKING A BALL
PUFFIN 2014 (PBK) 32PP £6.99 ISBN 9780723271208

The great love affair between a boy and football is captured from childhood obsession
to adult preoccupation. Parents may recognise this abridged ode to the beautiful game
from Heard it in the Playground. Meticulous text-setting ensures that the words flow
fluently, and Braun captures Ahlberg’s vision using mixed media illustrations in a colour
palette and style that evoke the work of the late Janet Ahlberg. Scrapbook-style pages
using graph paper, maps and diagrams give it a distinctly contemporary feel. A veritable
hat trick of text, illustration and design! (Age 2–4, 5–8)
OLE KÖNNECKE translated by MONIKA SMITH

SPORTS ARE FANTASTIC FUN!
GECKO PRESS 2018 (HBK) 56PP £12.99 ISBN 9781776572014

From rugby to figure skating, surfing to caber tossing, nothing is left out in this
encyclopaedic low-down of sport. A cast of lively animals engage in different sports
on every page, each one illustrated with wonderful character and subtle humour. The
language is crisp yet witty (‘sad but true: sometimes ice hockey players fight’), but in the
main it’s very informative. Little ones will pore over each page again and again, spotting
something different every time as they search for their new favourite sport.
(Non-fiction, Age 2–4, 5–8)

VERONICA CARRATELLO

THE DIVER
FLYING EYE BOOKS 2018 (HBK) 32PP £11.99 ISBN 9781911171614

Emma is determined to be the best diver she can be – her daily life revolves around
the sport. And with an important competition looming, Emma is worried that her
diving won’t be good enough for the judges’ high standards. But little does she
know that someone else understands how she’s feeling, someone very unexpected.
Veronica Carratello’s story is beautifully written and gorgeously illustrated; a simple,
heartwarming tale about the power of self-belief and the importance of dreams.
(Age 5–8)

RUSSELL AYTO

THE MATCH
BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING 2018 (HBK) 32PP £7.99 ISBN 9781408893456

The Man works all week in a football boot factory while His Dog waits not-so-patiently
at home for The Man’s return. At the weekend, Man and Dog settle on the settee to
watch The MATCH. Unfortunately, The MATCH usually ends in The DEFEAT,
leaving Man and Dog under a bit of a dark cloud. Rich in highly-detailed and hilarious
comic strip imagery, this book is perfect for reluctant readers, comic fans, kids who love
the ‘Beautiful Game’. (Age 5–8, 9–11)

CLARE BALDING illustrated by TONY ROSS

THE RACEHORSE WHO WOULDN’T GALLOP
PUFFIN 2016 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9780141357911

The Racehorse Who Wouldn’t Gallop is the quirky and cheerful tale of Charlie and her
quest to win the Epsom Derby and save her family’s farm. When she accidentally buys
Noble Warrior and his cheeky friend Percy, her dream looks possible. But there’s a
problem – her racehorse refuses to run! In this uplifting story, Clare Balding weaves her
deep knowledge of the racing world into a book that can be thoroughly enjoyed by all
pony-mad kids – or anyone who enjoys a good adventure! (Age 5–8, 9–11)

ALAN NOLAN

FINTAN’S FIFTEEN
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2014 (PBK) 128PP €7.99 ISBN 9781847172532

You don’t need to have the slightest interest in hurling to thoroughly enjoy reading
this book. The main protagonist, ‘Rusty’ Arantes, has joined his local hurling club,
Ballybreen Terriers, Ireland’s worst hurling team. We follow his attempt to resurrect
the club’s fortunes. Author and illustrator Alan Nolan uses a clever combination of
story genre-text, cartoon and graphic novel to tell his story, which makes the overall
experience of reading it very, very enjoyable. (Age 5–8, 9–11)

RACHEL IGNOTOFSKY

WOMEN IN SPORTS:
50 FEARLESS ATHLETES WHO PLAYED TO WIN
WREN & ROOK 2018 (HBK) 128PP £12.99 ISBN 9781526360922

This wonderful book introduces young readers to over a century of women in sport and
reminds girls how powerful and capable women can be in the face of adversity, across
all sporting genres. From women who competed in male events to record-breaking
swimmers, from referees to coaches, and from famous names to lesser-known sporting
heroines, Ignotofsky does not shirk from the difficulties these women faced to become
the best. Packed with Ignotofsky’s notable portraits, remarkable facts and inspiring
quotes, this is a must-have. (Non-fiction, Age 7–10)

ADAM SKINNER illustrated by MARK LONG

SPORTOPEDIA: AN ILLUSTRATED INTRODUCTION
TO THE WORLD OF SPORT
WIDE EYED EDITIONS 2018 (HBK) 112PP £14.99 ISBN 9781786030849

Sportopedia is packed full of inspiration for kids to think and talk about sport.
Divided into themed sections, the special features, required equipment, tactics and
statistics of each sport are discussed and displayed visually, making for easy reading.
The illustrations, reminiscent of Nick Sharratt’s art, are funny, engaging and full of
movement, and it is easy to imagine younger children jumping up to copy them. Great
fun and ideal for journeys or rainy days when opportunities for movement are limited.
(Non-fiction, Age 7+)
ALEX BELLOS and BEN LYTTLETON illustrated by SPIKE GERELL

FOOTBALL SCHOOL: SEASON 1,
WHERE FOOTBALL EXPLAINS THE WORLD
WALKER BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 208PP £6.99 ISBN 9781406373400

Alex Bellos, a bestselling popular science and sports writer, has teamed up with Ben
Lyttleton, a journalist and football consultant, to bring us the very entertaining Football
School: Where Football Explains the World. It’s a funny and fascinating fact and trivia
book which employs football as a way to learn about almost everything from language
to zoology! Jam-packed with amazing facts, sensational stories and accompanied by
quirky, witty illustrations, this book is sure to be loved by all football fans, kids and
adults alike. (Non-fiction, Age 9–11)
BERNARD DUNNE

BERNARD DUNNE: CHAMPION OF THE WORLD
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2019 (PBK) 160PP €9.99 ISBN 9781847179777

Autobiographies for kids? What a great idea! In this one, Bernard Dunne charts his rise
from a six-year-old kid in Neilstown, through the ranks of amateur boxing and into the
professional arena, culminating in his victory against Ricardo Cordoba, to emerge as
world champion. Along the way, he chronicles his highs and lows and the lessons victory
and defeat have taught him. With cream paper and a clean font, this title will appeal to
reluctant and even dyslexic readers, but especially sporting or boxing enthusiasts.
(Non-fiction, Age 9–11)

PAUL O’FLYNN

IRISH SPORTING LEGENDS: JOE CANNING
GILL BOOKS 2019 (PBK) 176PP €8.99 ISBN 9780717185832

Just what does it take to become an Irish sporting legend? Paul O’Flynn shows us as he
charts Joe Canning’s rise from a young hurler in school to winning the greatest prize in
hurling in 2017. The book recounts Joe’s life with a charm and wit that is sure to grab
the attention of even the most reluctant readers. It’s a story of success that is peppered
with setbacks, but Joe shows the determination and skill needed to become an Irish
sporting legend. Look out for Irish Sporting Legends: Bernard Brogan and others in this
series. (Non-fiction, Age 9–11)

JASON REYNOLDS

PATINA
KNIGHTS OF 2019 (PBK) 256PP £6.99 ISBN 9781999642556

Cared for by loving godparents since her father’s sudden death and her mother’s
incapacitation through diabetes, twelve-year-old Patina still carries too much of the
mental load for her younger sister Maddy. But learning teamwork through her out-ofschool track relay team is her release and her salvation. Realistic, unsentimental, funny
and determinedly upbeat, this book is a hymn to resilience and a gift for anyone who
loves to run. (Age 9–11)

EIMEAR RYAN

GREAT IRISH SPORT STARS: CORA STAUNTON
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2019 (PBK) 192PP €8.99 ISBN 9781788491051

Eimear Ryan tells the story of how a football-mad girl became one of the great Irish
sport stars. Cora Staunton has won four All-Irelands with Mayo and has played three
other codes of football at senior level. From making her debut for the Mayo senior team
at thirteen, to playing in an All-Ireland as a teenager, showing the difficulties facing a
female sport star and tragedy in her family life, this book will be truly inspirational to
all who read it. (Non-fiction, Age 9–11)

GERARD SIGGINS

ATLANTIS UNITED
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 208PP €12.99 ISBN 9781788490528

Having caught the eye of a mysterious scout, Joe finds himself on a remote island,
teamed up with Kim, Craig, Ajit and Jess in what turns out to be the world’s greatest
sports academy. But the academy’s secrets are in high demand. An interesting and fresh
take on the sports-book genre, Joe’s adventure with Atlantis United is fast-paced and
dynamic. A mystery thriller that also happens to be about football, this is a great read
for anyone with even a passing interest in sport. (Age 9–11)

KWAME ALEXANDER illustrated by DAWUD ANYABWILE

REBOUND
ANDERSEN PRESS 2018 (PBK) 416PP £7.99 ISBN 9781783447206

Charlie is a twelve-year-old struggling to cope with a huge loss in this coming-of-age
novel in verse by award-winning author Kwame Alexander. The sad, funny poems,
dialogues and beautiful snatches of comic-strip illustrations will make readers laugh and
cry, sometimes at the same time. Although life will never be the same, with the help of
his family and friends Charlie learns that he can still feel joy and that change can be
good. (Age 9–11, 12–14)

KIERAN CROWLEY illustrated by MARTI KISSI

THE MIGHTY DYNAMO
MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOKS 2016 (PBK) 384PP £6.99 ISBN 9781447299783

Noah wants nothing more than to play in the Schools’ World Cup, but when he is
kicked off the school football team in unfair circumstances, he and best friend Stevie
come up with a cunning plan and a most unlikely team … In the best sports-story
tradition, The Mighty Dynamo is a winning underdog story, with heart, gags and an
inclusive love of football. Complete with amusing quotes from soccer legends and
charming player profiles, this one is a back-of-the-net stunner. (Age 9–11, 12–14)

GERARD SIGGINS

RUGBY RUNNER: ANCIENT ROOTS, MODERN BOOTS
THE O’BRIEN PRESS 2017 (PBK) 208PP €8.99 ISBN 9781847179135

School can be tough for anybody and star rugby player Eoin Madden is no exception.
Between the Junior Cert and the Junior Cup it’s hard to get the balance right – throw
in a fight for Leinster and Ireland selection and it’s almost all a teenage boy can take.
Then an encounter with the ghost of a rugby pioneer seems set to make this the toughest
season ever. The fifth in this popular series blends sport and the supernatural to suit
those with an interest in either. (Age 9–11, 12–14)

SAM BOSMA

FANTASY SPORTS 3: THE GREEN KING
NOBROW 2017 (HBK) 64PP £12.95 ISBN 9781910620182

Wiz and Mug’s adventures continue in this third volume of Fantasy Sports, a graphic
novel mash-up of magic and sport that is equal parts hilarious and gripping. This time
around they’re taking on the world of golf and a mysterious kingdom under the terrible
reign of a hideous monster. Sam Bosma’s fantastically engaging and completely unique
comic series answers that age-old question of what do I get my kid to read if they really
love fantastic monsters, competitive sports and kick-ass trainee wizards!
(Age 12–14, YA)

T.S. EASTON

GIRLS CAN’T HIT
HOT KEY 2017 (PBK) 294PP £6.99 ISBN 9781471406102

Fleur leads a relatively tame life where her only excitement is dressing as an AngloSaxon peasant at the weekends. Her days are filled with avoiding sporty school bully
Bonita and enduring her over-protective mother, with the occasional date with her nice/
dull boyfriend George. When her feminist friend Blossom drags Fleur along to a gender
equality protest at their local boxing club, what starts as an experiment in boxing to
prove a point suddenly turns into an unexpected passion that sees Fleur, against all
odds, climbing into a boxing ring to face an unlikely opponent. (YA)
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